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Abstract
This article investigates the reconstruction of the Frankfurt Paulskirche as a symbol of German democratic identity after World War II. The place memory of the Paulskirche is deeply rooted in the 1848 Parliament which anticipated the formation of a German democratic state. The church provided postwar Germans with a physical anchor for their sense of history and feelings of Heimat. This place identity pervades post-1945 debates about the reconstruction of the church and the appropriate uses of that space in the context of Frankfurt’s devastated urban and political landscape. Despite this, the place identity of the Paulskirche remains understudied in the historiography. Rental agreements and correspondence reveal dynamic exchanges between city leaders, mainly members of the Social Democratic Party, and their constituents. Politicians, feminists, and peace activists all attempted to control the place identity of the Paulskirche after reconstruction, ultimately transcribing the space with additional political meaning.
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In 1945, many Germans experienced a sense of placelessness. Bombed out city centers in Dresden, Hamburg, Berlin, and Frankfurt created a flattened German landscape void of the stability once fostered by meaningful cultural anchors in the built environment. Buildings like the Frankfurt Paulskirche embodied important foundations for the imagined German nation and, in particular, the liberal democratic promise of 1848 when politicians gathered in anticipation of the formation of a German nation-state: a goal only realized decades later. In the absence of familiar markers, postwar Germans found themselves with a powerful sense of place yet deprived of the landscape those feelings and memories once occupied. Frankfurt was a “world without history” (eine geschichtslose Erde) as the architect Max Frisch observed in 1946.¹

Frisch illustrated the urban identity crisis in Frankfurt well. Indeed, historians Rudy Koshar, Peter Reichel and Thomas Bauer are among scholars who cite Frisch’s vivid diary descriptions in their efforts to better understand the city’s devastation.² Frisch succinctly describes the human experience of the widespread urban destruction: “I can still imagine Munich, but no longer Frankfurt.”³ His dismay is a testament to geographer E.C. Relph’s argument that national and local identities are closely tied to human interactions with specific spaces.⁴ In place of the Paulskirche, the famous site of the first German parliament in 1848, Frankfurt residents saw an
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empty space marked by the characteristic round exterior walls of the church (Figure 1). This sense of placelessness in Frankfurt was even more disconcerting considering historian Peter Blickle’s argument that the German idea of *Heimat* unites “geographic and imaginary conceptions of space” and “combines territorial claims with a fundamental ethical assurance of innocence.”

According to Blickle, *Heimat* is intimately linked to geography and, as this analysis demonstrates, to geographical markers in the landscape such as the Paulskirche.

Scholars have traced the oldest human settlements in Frankfurt to around 2000 BCE. Thousands of years of human interaction with the environment have shaped the city’s urban landscape, including the structure of the old town (*Altstadt*); the “face” of the city according to architect Werner Hebebrand. Most of the old town was destroyed in Allied bomb attacks on March 18 and 22, 1944, and Germans yearned for traditional markers of a shared past. In particular, Frankfurt residents searched for cultural anchors in the flattened landscape that were not directly linked to the horrific actions of Nazi regime.

The composition of the Frankfurt postwar planning office alludes to the tensions over the city’s identity and urban landscape. Hebebrand, Eugen Blanck and Herbert Boehm, three important city planners in postwar Frankfurt, were involved in Ernst May’s interwar “New Frankfurt” program, which established standards for modern residential architecture and successfully provided housing for more than 10 percent of the city’s population. May was a Frankfurt native and his Römerstadt settlement project completed between 1926 and 1932 reflected an effort to blend modern living with the natural environment. Blanck was elected to the Frankfurt city council in 1946 and appointed Hebebrand as the head city planner. Blanck and Hebebrand’s presence effectively linked Frankfurt’s lauded experiment in modern housing during the Weimar period to the city’s postwar reconstruction. Most importantly, the architects’ strong ties to the interwar “New Frankfurt” program overshadowed discussions about the recent Nazi past.

In the absence of familiar geographic markers in the urban landscape, Frankfurt residents were compelled to reconstruct the old town. Relph briefly discusses the destruction of places during wartime as one of the “manifestations of placelessness” which “perpetuates uniformity

**Figure 1.** Paulskirche, 1947.
and disorder” in the built environment. Koshar also recognizes this postwar placelessness in his examination of the connections between the built environment and memory, From Monuments to Traces: Artifacts of German Memory 1870-1990. Evaluating the aftermath of World War II, Koshar argues, “In both the Federal Republic and the Democratic Republic, the past was very much alive, if for no other reason than to give Germans a sense of orientation.” The need for a clear sense of place grounded in space, for Frankfurt residents and for Germans in general, pushed local leaders to rebuild the Paulskirche in the immediate aftermath of World War II.

Urbanist Dolores Hayden and American historian David Glassberg demonstrate powerful links between place identities, space, and political power in history. Hayden discusses the concept of “place memory” in her book The Power of Place. “It is the key to the power of historic places to help citizens define their public pasts,” Hayden asserts. Indeed, historic sites like the Paulskirche inspire place memory in two ways. According to Hayden, “places trigger memories for insiders, who have shared a common past, and at the same time places often can represent shared pasts to outsiders.” In the placelessness of postwar Frankfurt, the Paulskirche represented a shared promise of liberal democracy in the German past to residents, or “insiders,” and visually asserted German democratic will to “outsiders” such as American and British occupation authorities and the war-weary international community more broadly. As a historian, Glassberg explicitly links symbolic places to the shared past, arguing that the built environment provides individuals with a distinct “sense of history.” Glassberg’s “sense of history” concept bridges the theoretical gap between humanist geographers and urbanists with professional historians who often take place for granted.

Place can be understood both as a physical location and an abstract political location. As Germans considered reconstruction after 1945, political leaders looked to the past for moments of promise in the face of great adversity: slices of time that resembled the physical and political topography of 1945. The physical reconstruction of the Paulskirche enabled Germans to resurrect the specific place memory of 1848 after World War II. Similarly, Social Democrats, who comprised one of the most vocal groups in this local postwar discussion of place memory, also eagerly anticipated a leading role in the political reconstruction of German democracy. As the sole party to vote against Hitler’s Enabling Acts in 1933, Social Democratic leaders expected postwar recognition for their courage and hoped to garner enough voter support to become a majority party. Unfortunately for the Social Democrats, the party did not receive an overwhelming majority, and Social Democratic Party (SPD, Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands) leaders opted for an official opposition position in the national political arena until 1966.

The SPD continued to enjoy a strong presence in postwar Frankfurt, however, and political leaders looked ahead to the promise of the city rising again not only as an economic stronghold but as a potential capital city in the Federal Republic of Germany. Indeed, historian Manfred Görtemaker cites “respect for the tradition of the Paulskirche” alongside Frankfurt’s economic status among the main arguments for national support for Frankfurt’s capital city bid. As a symbolic anchor of the united German past, prominent Social Democrats, like Frankfurt’s first freely elected postwar mayor Walter Kolb, insisted the Paulskirche be rebuilt in time for the centennial of the 1848 Parliament even before practical political sites like the city hall, which was not completed until 1953. While the city hall (Römer) was a powerful local symbol, the place memory of the Paulskirche sparked the imagination of Germans on either side of the increasingly tense boundaries between East and West.

On January 20, 1947, Kolb issued a nationwide call to fund the Paulskirche reconstruction campaign. Kolb was not a Frankfurt native, but he understood the destruction of the church as part of the wider catastrophe of lost historic sites throughout Germany. The future mayor had already worried about the potential wartime destruction of the Heidelberg Castle in a 1924 article, revealing a sense of history deeply grounded in nationally significant locations. After his election in 1946, Kolb’s urgent demands for reconstruction were also driven by the notion that
the Paulskirche could become the future home of the German parliament. Indeed, Kolb’s tenure as mayor and subsequent city debates about the use of the Paulskirche reveal increasing tensions between national political agendas and local reconstruction efforts.

Despite these efforts the German Parliamentary Council established Bonn as the provisional West German capital city on May 10, 1949, pushing Frankfurt to the margins of national politics. Lothar Kettenacker historicizes this decision well, arguing that the presence of Frankfurt’s strong Social Democratic leadership helped persuade future Christian Democratic Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to lobby for Bonn. Furthermore, politicians objected to Frankfurt and the Paulskirche as the future site of the West German parliament on practical grounds. Liberal Democrat Theodor Heuss, who became the first West German president in 1949, claimed that the church “lacked the appropriate acoustic conditions for a parliament.” Even prominent Social Democrat Carlo Schmid expressed concerns about linking the postwar parliament site explicitly with the political goals of the 1848 Parliament through the space of the Paulskirche.

The historiography surrounding the Paulskirche reflects Frankfurt’s peripheral national political status: while scholars have diligently focused on the 1848 Parliament and the creation of subsequent national legends before 1933, there is a relative neglect of that place memory and its manipulation after the building’s physical reconstruction in 1948. While some German memory scholars such as Brian Ladd argue cogently for the historical significance of place and repurposed spaces in the turbulent urban landscape of Berlin, they do not extend their focus to Frankfurt. Although the West German parliament did not end up occupying the space of the Paulskirche, the church retained its meaning as site of political transition and promise. In subsequent decades, rental contracts and city correspondence reveal that Frankfurt city officials both fiercely guarded this identity and political actors on the margins of the national political arena such as women, Social Democrats, and pacifists deftly manipulated the church’s meaning for their own purposes.

The Paulskirche’s national significance and place identity can be traced to the spring of 1848. Members of the Frankfurt National Assembly rode the continental tide of revolution, meeting in the Frankfurt Paulskirche to draft a Charter of Basic Rights and a German Constitution. Though the 1848 revolution ultimately failed to establish a German democracy, many Germans identified this moment as a foreshadowing of successful unification less than three decades later. Indeed, historian Robert Gildea argues that diverse groups of Germans mobilized collective memories of 1848 to “legitimate themselves against the authoritarian empires that dominated Europe.” The Paulskirche, as the site of the Frankfurt National Assembly, became a site of political identity negotiation between formal and informal political actors. Mayor Kurt Blaum led the reconstruction efforts after World War II, which highlighted the Paulskirche as a symbol of German national unity untainted by the Nazi regime. Over the next twenty years, the Paulskirche became a stage for the manipulation, renegotiation, and construction of German political identities. Marginalized political actors such as women, pacifists, and antinuclear politicians fought for the right to occupy the space and place of the Paulskirche, reinforcing their own political legitimacy and potential.

Mayor Kolb recognized that the actions of the 1848 parliamentarians molded the physical space of the church into a vessel for political meaning and national rebirth in Frankfurt and beyond. The vessel of the Paulskirche did not inspire the same place memory in ruins, however. Relph asserts that a key aspect of place memory is “the special quality of insideness and the experience of being inside.” Kolb emphasized the symbolism in the remaining “blocks of (local) Main red sandstone” but dismissed suggestions that the ruins of the Paulskirche provided an adequate background to the 1948 centennial celebrations, revealing tight connections between place and a sense of history. Kolb asserted, “[a] great people (Volk) not only provides shelter and bread for every single citizen: it also needs a house for itself!” In order to fully reconstruct the place memory of the Paulskirche, Kolb appealed to every German for financial and material support, arguing, “All of Germany must rebuild the Paulskirche, from without and within, in stones and in spirit!”
Donors across Germany answered Kolb’s appeal for financial support, including contributors from cities that were as devastated as Frankfurt. In fact, the state government in Saxony donated 100,000 Reichsmarks. Potsdam, Brandenburg, and Erfurt also donated money to the cause and even the Zentralsekretariat of the East German Socialist Unity Party (SED; Sozialistischen Einheitspartei) in Berlin contributed 10,000 Reichsmarks—a testament to the Paulskirche’s widespread status as a symbol of German national identity. Buoyed by this support, Kolb tirelessly pursued the Paulskirche reconstruction and successfully rededicated the building on the one-hundredth anniversary of the Frankfurt Assembly in 1948.

The rededication certainly marked a new beginning for Frankfurt and the Paulskirche. Yet the question historian Charlene Mires poses in her study of Philadelphia’s Independence Hall, “In a heterogeneous nation, whose legacy did Independence Hall represent?” rings true for the Paulskirche as well. Blanck predicted in 1947 that reconstruction of the Paulskirche meant that the Frankfurt old town would “again stand as a political and cultural centerpiece” of the city. With the church reconstruction complete, however, politicians and community members debated the symbolism of the church and questioned which organizations and events should occupy the space. Between 1948 and 1966, the struggle for control of the space and place identity of the Paulskirche provides a unique and underutilized analytical lens for studying political tension between actors on the margins of mainstream politics, the “penumbra” of politics as I have argued elsewhere, as well as mainstream national and local agendas.

Rental agreements and correspondence surrounding the use of the Paulskirche after 1948 reveal the continuous renegotiation of political and national identities in the wake of Nazi atrocities as well as apprehension about communist influence and the specter of a divided Germany. City leaders feared that events with explicit political agendas would taint the image of national unity embodied in the church by transcribing additional or controversial meaning on the space. The 1948 rental conditions note that the city culture office and church officials shared custody of the space and declare that the Paulskirche could only be used in special circumstances during traditional Sunday worship service hours. They also paid homage to the place memory of the Paulskirche itself, stating that the church be available for events that “are served by the memory of the great past of the Paulskirche, particularly the expression of democratic will and meaning that transcends the location.” Intriguingly, the conditions go on to explicitly prohibit the use of the church for events with “outspoken party-political or anti-church nature.” The authors of the rental conditions anticipated conflicts over the space of the Paulskirche and the need to control its use, but this policy often led to confusion when events embodied “democratic” will yet included participants whose party affiliations were expressly forbidden. Layers of place meaning in the space of the Paulskirche are evident here: originally as a Lutheran church and after 1848 as a site memorializing the potential of liberal democracy.

Frankfurt officials faced challenges regarding the use of the Paulskirche almost immediately. Several local newspapers addressed a practical complication associated with the newly constructed church. By diverting financial and material resources to the Paulskirche as one of the first reconstructed spaces in the city, Kolb effectively created the only venue in town that could accommodate large gatherings of approximately 1,000 people. Reacting to a 1951 social gathering held in the church by famous nutritionist Gayelord Hauser, one frustrated reporter from the Frankfurt Abendpost proclaimed, “the church has not been spared from events ranging from cabaret to postage stamp exhibits . . . ” but “a cocktail party in the Paulskirche? Can it be true? What has happened to good taste?” Despite this criticism, Frankfurt officials struggled to maintain a balance between practical usage in a still devastated city and the image of the Paulskirche as a symbol of democracy. Most importantly, city leaders attempted to shield the church from partisan political use. A cocktail party might offend a German sense of history but it did not necessarily have the potential to erase or alter the political meaning of the place.
Despite these debates, the postwar Paulskirche retained a place memory of political transition associated with the liberal democratic reformers who gathered there in 1848. Women were among the first groups to appropriate the Paulskirche for political—but not party political—purposes, drawing on the intent to foster “democratic will” addressed in the 1948 rental conditions. The 1948 Inter-Zone Women’s Congress (Interzonalen Frauenkongress), 1951 Women’s Peace Congress, and later, a 1957 antinuclear conference organized by local Hessian women all attempted to occupy this space to foster democratic awareness among women. Mayor Kolb personally welcomed the Inter-Zone Women’s Congress to the church during the one-hundredth anniversary celebrations on May 22, 1948. Kolb invoked the spatial symbolism of the Paulskirche in the first sentences of his remarks, stating plainly that “the Paulskirche is the symbol of German democracy.” The mayor highlighted the hardships faced by German women in 1948 and drew direct parallels between their struggle for “equality, freedom, rights and social justice” and the 1848 Frankfurt Assembly. As he concluded, Kolb encouraged Congress attendees to reflect on the symbolic meaning of the physical space, “when you are gathered this afternoon in the . . . Paulskirche, it will be with proud recognition of the great progress achieved by pioneers in the women’s movement who fought . . . for the same democratic ideals that the men of the Paulskirche grappled with one hundred years ago.”

Knoll focused on the potential for German unity in 1948 and the continued presence of women as active companions to this democratic process. Knoll invoked the present space of the Paulskirche as a democratic place and emphasized the physical presence of women at the 1848 assembly as “spectators in a ladies gallery that was always overflowing” throughout the proceedings. Drawing attention to the presence of women in the galleries of the 1848 assembly served two purposes for Knoll. First, she illustrated that women were present at this founding moment of German democratic and national identity. The historical actors that gave the Paulskirche its national place meaning through their political actions included both men and women. Second, although women occupied space within the Paulskirche in 1848, they were physically limited to the margins of the venue and therefore this nationally significant political event (Figure 2).

The 1948 Women’s Congress emphasized the transition of women from the physical margins of the Paulskirche, and the political margins of society, into the spotlight and the male-dominated political core. The space of the remodeled Paulskirche and its status as a former Lutheran church reinforced this political transition. Indeed, Paulskirche architect Rudolf Schwarz intended the reconstructed space to emphasize the spatial and emotional transition from “darkness and oppression into light and freedom.” His postwar interior plan eliminated the balconies that were prominent in the 1848 interior and replaced the tiered seating with a flat central floor (Figure 3). The reconstructed church sanctuary maintained its round frame and speakers standing at the front podium stood practically level with the audience. This layout minimized the division between speaker and spectator and promoted a deeper sense of community. Building on this foundation, the Women’s Congress leaders used the physical site of the Paulskirche to express their hopes that marginal spaces would cease to exist in the “light and freedom” Schwarz’s layout emphasized in postwar German national political space.

Participants in the Women’s Congress drew upon three main concepts associated with the space of the Paulskirche: national unity, equal political rights, and pacifism. Knoll connected these three ideals in her 1948 speech, addressing her last sentence to the Goethe Prize recipient and pacifist Fritz von Unruh and German women broadly as an appeal for “peace and understanding, sent from women at the Frankfurt Paulskirche to the women and mothers of the world.” Three years later, pacifist leader Klara Marie Fassbinder appealed again to German women from the floor of the Paulskirche, portraying the church as a space for the birth and rebirth of democratic agency.
Figure 2. The National Assembly in the Frankfurt Paulskirche (Sitzung der Nationalversammlung in der Frankfurter Paulskirche, 1848).
Source: No. 00023092/bpk/ Dietmar Katz.

Figure 3. Paulskirche Interior, 2012.
Source: Photo by the author.

Pacifist organizers at the Women’s Peace Congress held on January 13, 1951, including keynote speaker Fassbinder, drew connections between the postwar demonstration and the 1848
democratic tradition of Germany’s first national parliament. Fassbinder emphasized the presence of the Women’s Peace Congress in the Paulskirche as a place where apolitical women could become political. These women’s movement and pacifist leaders imagined the church not only as a site that reinforced the democratic legitimacy of the Congress, but as a transitional site for individual German women to move from political neutrality, or ambivalence, to activism.\textsuperscript{49} As debates over the use of the Paulskirche space increased throughout 1951, organizers of the 1952 Women’s Peace Congress found themselves denied access to the church. The dialogue between Congress planner Kaethe Klare-Kickhefel, a Frankfurt resident, and the culture office over the rental conditions is quite revealing. Kickhefel stressed that the group received no specific support from the “east” and that the participants acted in Christian faith.\textsuperscript{50} After much debate, Frankfurt officials conceded that the congress was not affiliated with a political party. City church officials had not rejected the application and the organizers denied connections to communist organizations; therefore, city leaders could not prohibit the women from the Paulskirche. This incident captures the three major perceived threats to the identity of the Paulskirche as a site of national unity and democratic will in the early 1950s: party-political affiliation, anti-church sentiment, and the threat of communist influence from East Germany.

Taking their cues from the women’s and peace congresses, extraparliamentary (\textit{außerparlamentarische}) peace activists repeatedly used the Frankfurt Paulskirche for demonstrations in the 1950s as well, drawing on the building’s implicit and explicit meaning to demand political legitimacy from outside formal party politics. The organizers continued to emphasize their extraparliamentary political identities, however, to avoid outright prohibition from Frankfurt city officials according to the rental agreement. By 1948, it was clear to Social Democratic leaders that they would not reclaim the political majority and instead occupy opposition political space in the Federal Republic. In 1955, SPD chairman Erich Ollenhauer collaborated with extraparliamentary activists, journalists, clergymen, and academics to protest nuclear policies that they deemed destructive to German reunification. Known as the Paulskirche Movement (Paulskirche Bewegung), participants insisted that the 1955 demonstration was nonpartisan even though Ollenhauer’s visible involvement blurred the lines between the formal political realm and informal, penumbra politics.

During the Paulskirche rally, pacifists, politicians, and unionists spoke out together against rearmament and in favor of reunification, all the while emphasizing their participation as independent of any political affiliation.\textsuperscript{51} Attended by one thousand participants, the demonstration enjoyed great support from individual Social Democrats. Many signers of the resulting “Deutsches Manifest” ranged from rank-and-file members to prominent Social Democrats like Herbert Wehner, Max Brauer, and Fritz Heine.\textsuperscript{52} Their participation, as well as Ollenhauer’s, reinforced the SPD’s emphasis on peaceful German reunification at the Paulskirche and emphasized the party’s opposition and marginal position in the space of party politics. [Figure 4]

As this flyer illustrates, Paulskirche Movement participants mimicked Knoll and Kolb, drawing explicit connections between 1848 and their postwar vision for political transition. Sociologist Alfred Weber opened the 1955 rally with the statement “\textit{[w]e are gathered here in the Paulskirche, well-known for the much-criticized \textit{vielverlaesterte} German Parliament that met here to take Germany’s political unification to task.}”\textsuperscript{53} Weber imagined the potential for the 1955 Paulskirche rally as a meaningful foundation for reunification just as the 1848 assembly laid the foundations for unification. Journalist Georg Reuter took the podium directly after Weber, drawing yet another connection between the gathering of “free and independent public figures” and the “memorable location” of the rally.\textsuperscript{54}

The organizers attempted to manipulate the physical space of the Paulskirche as a reflection of egalitarian representation within their own movement and in national politics. As demonstrated by the 1948 Women’s Congress, the spatial intimacy of the postwar interior provided politicians with the symbolic tools to transcend party political boundaries. SPD leaders like party
chairman Erich Ollenhauer mingled with grassroots extraparliamentary activists on the church floor, at the same time pressing a formal political agenda from the physical margins of Frankfurt and the political margins of opposition.55

The 1955 program concluded with two politicians from opposition parties. Gustav Heinemann from the All German People’s Party (GVP, Gesamtdeutsche Volkspartei), who later joined the SPD, emphasized the call for reunification and advocated individual political responsibility. “The citizen who remains inactive must endure what has been dictated for him,” the politician cautioned, urging Germans to see the Paulskirche as a site of political transition and rebirth as Fassbinder had four years earlier.56 Ollenhauer spoke next, connecting issues of reunification and peace to the party arena then dominated by the Christian Democratic Union (CDU, Christlich Demokratische Union Deutschlands). Drawing on the symbolic space of the Paulskirche, Ollenhauer consistently used the place identity of the church as a site of democratic promise and transition to promote solidarity among demonstrators that transcended political, confessional, and generational boundaries.57

One striking aspect of the 1955 Paulskirche rally was the absence of women from the roster of speakers. As opposed to the Women’s Congresses and the later SPD-sponsored “Campaign against Atomic Death” (KdA, Kampf dem Atomtod) movement and the extraparliamentary Easter Marches, the Paulskirche Movement was dominated by men.58 This is particularly surprising in the space of the Paulskirche, since activists like Knoll and Fassbinder had already infused the church with political meaning as a site where apolitical women could become political. Indeed, SPD and GVP leaders framed the Paulskirche appeal carefully, using an all-male cast to front their critique of mainstream “masculine” politics. As Gail Bederman demonstrates for
American politics, “electoral politics dramatized and reinforced men’s connection, as men, to the very real power of government.” Perhaps Ollenhauer and his co-organizers felt their political critique would be weaker if they included female voices in the Paulskirche Movement. The increasing presence of women in party politics led to heightened gender tension in the changing political landscape of postwar West Germany. For example, Social Democratic MdB Lucie (Kurlbaum) Beyer co-organized a July 7, 1957, women’s conference supported by the Combat Group against Nuclear Destruction (Kampfbund gegen Atomschäden) yet showcased male MdB Karl Bechert as the keynote speaker.

In order to gain access to the Paulskirche, Beyer and her colleagues stressed the nonpartisan nature of the rally, going so far as listing twenty-eight individual women as the sponsors of the event rather than any single organization. Yet by staging the rally at the Paulskirche, organizers stressed the political nature of engaged scientists like Nobel Prize–winner and outspoken pacifist Albert Schweitzer and drew attention to the antinuclear cause. Taking cues from International Women’s Day efforts to highlight the dangers of atomic weapons as a major concern for postwar women, the conference was “nonpartisan and non-denominational” and addressed the theme “What are tasks for women and mothers in the atomic age?” As a testament to the solidarity among “women and mothers” against atomic weapons, participants in the women’s conference issued a statement outlining their position and called especially for the West German government to support a nuclear-free zone in central Europe. Fassbinder considered the movement a success. In accordance with her goals for the 1951 Women’s Congress, the 1957 event inspired eighteen women’s organizations to adopt a resolution on the nuclear issue. To Fassbinder, these eighteen organizations represented women who were previously unconnected to politics who became politically active through the use of the Paulskirche as transitional space.

Over the next two years, antinuclear organizations repeatedly sought access to the Paulskirche venue to demonstrate political influence and solidarity among peace activists. With the Paulskirche Movement, political leaders, especially from the SPD, ventured from masculine party political space into the extraparlamentary realm often characterized as feminine, seeking to capitalize on growing grassroots support for antinuclear protests. Party efforts to influence antinuclear politics from the political penumbra culminated in the organization of the Campaign against Atomic Death (i.e., KdA) movement in 1958. With this new effort, the SPD openly straddled party politics and extraparlamentary activism, positioning itself between core and penumbra in the political arena and blurring gendered notions of peace and political space. Not coincidentally, party leaders chose the Paulskirche as a primary venue for the KdA, building on the site’s symbolism as a place of political transition, a platform for liberal democracy, and nonpartisan cooperation in the postwar years. A year later, KdA members participated in the transnational European Congress for Nuclear Disarmament on January 17 and 18, 1959. The Congress began in London and concluded with a ceremony at the Frankfurt Paulskirche hosted by the local Social Democratic government, reinforcing the Paulskirche’s symbolic value for both national and transnational peace demonstrations.

Correspondence among the organizers for the European Congress for Nuclear Disarmament shed light on an interesting new dynamic surrounding the use of the Paulskirche. In one of the only incidences in Frankfurt city records, Mayor Werner Bockelmann, a member of the SPD, proactively offered the use of the Paulskirche to the Germany-based Committee against Nuclear Armament (Komitee gegen Atomrüstung). Original plans to hold the transnational antinuclear congress in Switzerland fell through when the Swiss government banned the event. The primary speakers, in particular British activist Bertrand Russell, could not travel to Germany, causing further complications. As plans solidified for a primary congress venue closer to Russell in London, Bockelmann suggested that the congress itself cross national borders, beginning in London and traveling to Germany for a closing rally in the Paulskirche. Although Bockelmann addressed congress delegates in the City Hall, physically separating his political position as...
Social Democrat and mayor from the Paulskirche, the main event titled “Europe Calls” was held in the Paulskirche, linking directly to the democratic symbolism of the site and invoking a broader European image of the 1848 democratic revolutions in support of this emerging European anti-nuclear organization.67

Between 1955 and 1959, extraparliamentary activists and politicians manipulated the rental conditions of the church and its symbolism to fit their own goals. Indeed, Bockelmann answered critics who questioned whether he was a “mayor or party politician” with the assertion that his participation in the SPD-sponsored KdA, and the organization itself, focused on the issue of nuclear weapons as a national, European, and world problem.68 Bockelmann, like Kolb and Blaum before him, was not originally from Frankfurt, prompting local residents to question his political loyalty and, by extension, his stewardship of the Paulskirche as a local landmark.

Hans-Konrad and Helga Tempel, founders of the German Easter March Movement in 1960, also protested the use of nuclear weapons in Germany and abroad. The Tempels drew inspiration for the German Easter marches from the British marches to Aldermaston and sought to rekindle support for antinuclear extraparliamentary activism in Germany.69 Cooperation between Social Democratic leaders and extraparliamentary peace activists dwindled in the 1960s due to an SPD ban on the Easter Marches. Nevertheless, Easter March organizers drew upon the place identity of the Paulskirche, both the 1848 symbolism and the repeated use of the space after reconstruction by marginal political organizations, to advance their own political agenda.

In 1963, Hessen Easter March organizers deftly manipulated the Paulskirche’s symbolic political capital and identity as a transitional space. An article in Die Andere Zeitung declared “it has been five years since Erich Ollenhauer announced ‘We will not rest so long as our people are threatened by nuclear death.’”70 Yet, the anonymous author argues, the SPD-sponsored KdA campaign had long been abandoned by SPD leaders and the nuclear threat still existed. Five years after the 1958 rallies, Hans-Konrad Tempel declared from the Paulskirche, “where Erich Ollenhauer once stood,” that “[Easter Marchers were] going to the streets because those who should represent us do not represent us anymore.”71 By invoking the image of the SPD chairman, Tempel recognized the place memory of the Paulskirche and the political meaning transcribed on the space by the 1950s movements held in the church. Furthermore, the tenuous relationship between SPD party politics and extraparliamentary movements after 1960 created new national political space, laying the symbolic foundations for the Easter Marches and prompting Die Andere Zeitung to declare in 1963 that the Marches were the “legitimate successors” of the KdA and its political influence.

The 1963 Easter March rally in Frankfurt signaled a new era in the place history of the Paulskirche. While the site remained a place of political transition, Tempel not only invoked the 1848 democratic legacy of the Paulskirche, he called upon a more recent memory: the use of the space by party political actors, in particular SPD chairman Erich Ollenhauer, in the 1950s. For Frankfurt city leaders this meant two infractions on the rental conditions for the Paulskirche. First, city regulations had failed to protect the place identity of the church as a pure site of national democratic promise and, second, an extraparliamentary organization alleged to have communist influences drew attention to this failure using the church’s inherent symbolism of political potential to enhance their own agenda.

The long-term ramifications of the 1963 Easter March rally can be seen in the subsequent conflicts between activists and city officials bent on censoring the use of the Paulskirche. While Helli Knoll and Aenne Kolb, Walter Kolb’s widow, were able to use the Paulskirche rent-free to host a nonpartisan commemoration of Nobel Peace Prize winner Bertha von Suttner’s death in 1964, Easter March leaders were confronted with official restrictions and criticism of their activities.72 Concerned citizens and organizations corresponded with the city government, complaining that the Easter Marchers would misuse the “symbol of democracy” and utilize the space for communist purposes.73 The local Hessian Easter March group nonetheless succeeded in
procuring the Paulskirche for a rally “Against the Proliferation of Atomic Weapons—for a Nuclear Weapon Free Zone in Central Europe” as late as March 20, 1965. Significantly, city correspondence shows this event to be the first recorded instance where officials imposed additional conditions on their use, including the preapproval of speakers. By September 1965, local Easter March leader Klaus Vack received a letter from Mayor Brundert distinguishing between the character of two Easter March events: a September 1 “Anti-War Day” was allowed to take place because of its “general political character” but an Anti-Vietnam rally planned for the same month was forbidden. Brundert concluded with the following statement: any “appeal against this decision will fail because no one, neither an individual nor an organization, is entitled to the Paulskirche.” This exchange reveals city leaders’ ongoing struggle to justify restricted access to the Paulskirche and their fierce defense of its nationally significant place identity.

In 1966, municipal leaders revised the Paulskirche rental agreement to include this statement:

“Today the Paulskirche is widely considered a symbol of past democratic will in Germany and abroad and therefore has become one of our most meaningful political memorials. . . . [I]n recognition of this meaning, it can only be made available for events which have the proper basic character.”

The rental agreement reinforced the necessity to preserve the Paulskirche’s identity as a national democratic symbol and set the framework for the specific type of events allowed to use the space. The contract includes a very limited list of appropriate choices such as award ceremonies for the Goethe Prize, the Peace Prize of the German Book Exchange, the Paul-Ehrlich Prize, as well as ceremonies for official days of remembrance, holding them as examples of acceptable events against which all future requests should be compared. Extraparliamentary Easter March events banned by the Social Democratic Party and suspected of communist infiltration by party leaders did not correspond to these new benchmarks.

The increasing debates over proper use of the Paulskirche reveal important shifts in SPD policy. Frankfurt mayors Walter Kolb, Werner Bockelmann, and Willi Brundert were all SPD members. As such, Kolb and Bockelmann had been relatively lenient in the use of the Paulskirche by individual members of the SPD and, even in Bockelmann’s case, actively offered the space in support of events that aligned with Social Democratic antinuclear politics. In 1960, however, the SPD banned its members from participating in the extraparliamentary Easter March movement, citing communist infiltration and encouraging members to pursue antinuclear politics within party ranks. City officials affiliated with the SPD controlled access to the space of the Paulskirche, and the church itself became a stage for the broader power struggle between the SPD and the extraparliamentary Easter Marches.

Local politicians controlled access to the interior of the Paulskirche, but the iconic round red sandstone walls remained a powerful marker of political transition and democratic change. As pacifists revived the Easter Marches in the 1980s, the iconic profile of the Paulskirche can be seen in the background of antinuclear rallies that spread from the square outside the church (Paulsplatz) to the nearby Römer. In 1982, Easter Marchers estimated over thirty thousand people gathered at the Paulsplatz, another fifty thousand in 1983, and in 1988 they estimated twenty-five thousand participants. Just as Erich Ollenhauer used the exterior of the church as a visual symbol of democratic promise and national unity in the 1955 Paulskirche Movement publicity (Figure 4), Easter March organizers in the 1980s embraced the Paulskirche’s place identity to legitimize and position their own movement in the German political arena.

The Frankfurt Paulskirche serves as a potent reminder that space itself can embody political meaning and be used to ascribe additional symbolism to those individuals and organizations who occupy it. Frankfurt city officials recognized the potential of place memory at the Paulskirche: first in the immediate reconstruction of the church after World War II and second in their efforts...
to control access to the church. The use of the Paulskirche by women’s organizations, pacifists, politicians, and extraparliamentary groups reveals that place memory is not easily policed. For example, the 1957 antinuclear rally for women worked around these guidelines, presenting a highly political event featuring known party politicians, yet arguing that the sponsors were simply a group of nonpartisan women. Extraparliamentary activists consistently worked within the frameworks of city-imposed regulations in order to access the powerful democratic symbolism of the Paulskirche. Easter March organizers in the 1980s continued to draw on the democratic identity of the Paulskirche even after the imposition of stricter regulations in 1966. For the Easter March activists, the space of the Paulskirche as a meaningful place extended to the public square in front of the church. The marchers could invoke the church’s connection with political promise from the Paulsplatz because the image of the iconic church’s exterior proved enough to facilitate the memory of German democratic will. Unfortunately for Frankfurt city officials, the exterior image of the church proved even more difficult to regulate, and both the interior and exterior of the building remain an important anchor for many German’s sense of history to the present day.
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